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Abstract

We search for stable orbits in the vicinity of the triple asteroid system, 2001-SN263, which will be target of
the deep space mission ASTER, currently under study by the Brazilian space agency (AEB). Our numerical
simulations include gravitational forces caused by the three bodies of 2001-SN263, higher-order terms of
the primary’s gravity field, planetary perturbations and solar radiation pressure. Due to the low gravity of
the triple system, the spacecraft’s motion becomes complex and the faint gravity forces of the secondaries
are exceeded by radiation pressure from the Sun. However, we show that the so-called ”terminator orbits”
within the asteroid system at distances between 6-10 km to the primary body can be found. A spacecraft
parked in such orbit will stay within the system for several months without the need to adjust its trajectory.
Additionally, these stable orbits will allow investigating the entire primary body including its poles as well as
the two secondary bodies. We also show that a laser altimeter, which is part of ASTER’s primary payload,
will benefit significantly from these terminator orbits.

Keywords: Brazilian Space Mission ASTER, ALR – ASTER Laser Rangefinder, Near Earth triple
asteroid 2001-SN263, Quasi-Terminator Orbits, Main observational campaign, Numerical integration

1. Introduction1

The inner Solar System is populated by a large number of small bodies, the Near-Earth Objects (NEOs),2

approaching or crossing the orbits of the terrestrial planets. More than 28,000 NEOs have already been3

discovered and hundreds of new ones are discovered each year [1]. These objects are believed to be remnants4

from the formation of the Solar System about 4.6 billion years ago. Some NEOs follow trajectories, which5

cross Earth’s orbit – and can possibly collide with our planet. Depending on their size and velocity, such6

collisions may have dramatic consequences for Earth’s ecological system or the human population [2, 3]. It7

is obvious that our knowledge on the physical properties, the dynamics and evolution of NEOs is critical.8

Much knowledge about the structures and dynamics of NEOs can be obtained from multiple NEO systems.9

A large fraction of the NEOs (15%) are binaries, i.e., systems featuring a primary object orbited by a10

smaller secondary [4, 5, 6]. While the origins of such binaries are still being discussed, their formation can11

be explained if the asteroids in question are invoked to have “rubble pile” structures, implying that the12

asteroids consist of loosely bound material instead of monolithic structures. Small asteroids are observed to13

undergo a spin-up due to the YORP (YarkovskyO’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack) effect [7]. With increasing14

spin, centrifugal forces may cause a disruption and release of particles that can then re-accrete to form one15

or several small satellites [8]. Alternatively, satellites may form by single catastrophic disruptions [9] . The16

YORP-effect in binary systems (termed BYORP) may also modify the asteroids’ orbits within the system,17
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leading asteroids to be locked in spin-orbit resonance [10]. Also, tidal effects may be important. Tidal18

interaction between the primary and secondary may affect the semi-major axes and eccentricities of the19

orbits resulting in the secondary’s escape or tidal decay (e.g.[11]). Tidal disruption during close planetary20

encounters may support the formation of binaries or multiple asteroid systems [4] – or it may be responsible21

for disruption of the system. A combination of the YORP or BYORP effects, chaotic orbital evolution and22

tidal effects can lead to the formation of unique triple systems [9], which may reveal even more information23

about the formation of multiple NEOs.24

The first identified triple asteroid 2001 SN263 was discovered in 2001 and initially classified as a binary25

system. In 2008 the “Amor-type” object (approaching the Earth’s orbit without crossing it) was observed26

by the planetary radar station of Arecibo, in Puerto Rico, which led to the discovery that 2001 SN263 was27

in fact a triple system [12]. This was the first triple NEO known at that time. In 2009, a second triple28

system, 1994 CC, was identified [13]. Furthermore, in 2017 the NEO 3122 Florence was identified as the29

third triple system, when it had an Earth flyby (see: NASA, JPL Center of Near Earth Object Studies30

(CNEOS): Radar reveals two moons orbiting asteroid Florence, Sep 1, 2017).31

The analysis of the observational data of 2001 SN263 [14, 15] suggested that the primary is approximately a32

spheroid with an equivalent diameter of about 2.6 km (2.8 × 2.7 × 2.5 km) and smaller companions, about33

700 m and 430 m in diameter orbiting at distances of 16.6 and 3.8 km, respectively. Here, we follow the34

nomenclature adopted by [5], referring to the central (most massive) body as Alpha, to the second most35

massive body as Beta and to the least massive body as Gamma.36

Dynamical solutions for the two triple systems, 2001 SN263 and 1994 CC were presented by [5]. Using37

numerical integrations of the N-body problem and radar observations as constraints, they derived the masses38

of the components, the J2 gravitational harmonic of the central body, and orbital parameters of the satellites39

(Table 1).

Alpha (primary) Gamma (inner) Beta (outer)
mass, 1010 kg 917.466± 2.235 9.773± 3.273 24.039± 7.531
mean diameter, km 2.5± 0.3 0.43± 0.12 0.77± 0.14
mean density, g/cm3 1.1± 0.2 2.3± 1.3 1.0± 0.4
J2 0.013± 0.008 0.003 0.007
pole orientation (ecliptic):

ecliptic latitude β, deg 309± 15
ecliptic longitude λ, deg −80± 15

pole orientation (ICRF/J2000):
right ascension α, deg 281.97
declination δ, deg -58.20

semi-major axis, km 3.804± 0.002 16.633± 0.163
inclination, deg 165.045± 12.409 157.486± 1.819
argument of pericenter, deg 292.435± 53.481 131.249± 21.918
longitude of asc. node, deg 198.689± 61.292 161.144± 13.055
mean anomaly, deg 248.816± 11.509 212.658± 10.691
orbital period, days 0.686± 0.00159 6.225± 0.0953
rotation period, hours 3.4256± 0.0002 16.4000± 0.0004 13.4300± 0.0001

Table 1: Orbital elements and physical properties for the primary and secondaries for the 2001 SN263 system. Values for
the secondaries are given with respect to the primary asteroid Alpha. Mass, mean diameter, and density are taken from [14].
Semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, argument of pericenter, longitude of ascending node, and mean anomaly at epoch,
are all referred to MJD 54509 in the equatorial J2000 frame. Given errors are 1-σ formal errors. Following [5], we refer to the
central (most massive) body as Alpha, to the second most massive body as Beta and to the least massive body as Gamma
(regardless of orbit position). Rotation periods are taken from [16]. The J2 values for Beta and Gamma were derived from
their shapes assuming a homogeneous density distribution (see Section 3.2).

40

The interest in the first identified triple system 2001 SN263 increased significantly when the Brazilian41

Space Agency (AEB, Agência Espacial Brasileira) announced ASTER, a rendezvous mission to explore this42
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unique target [17, 18]. Besides being Brazilian’s first deep space mission it will also be the worldwide first43

mission to a triple asteroid system [19].44

Several Missions to NEA’s such as Hayabusa and Hayabusa 2 have be successfully completed in the last45

years [20, 21]. The OSIRIS-Rex mission has successfully completed its science operation in the vicinity of46

(101955) Bennu and is currently on its way back to earth [22]. New mission such Dart and Hera are currently47

developed or are already on the way to their target and will be the first rendezvous missions to a binary48

system [23].49

Hayabusa 1, Hayabusa 2 and Osiris-Rex consisted of remote sensing phase where the asteroids were studied50

from different hovering and fly-by positions. After studying the asteroids remotely, the spacecrafts left their51

safe hovering positions and approached the surfaces of their targets for short touch-an-go landing. The52

spacecrafts collected samples of surface materials and returned or will return these samples back to earth53

safely [20, 21, 22]. In contrast to these mission and due to the small size of the spacecraft and mission con-54

straints, the science phase of the ASTER mission will consist only of two different remote sensing phases.55

During the first phase, the spacecraft will be in a hovering position at 50 km from the primary body. The56

second phase will consist of a terminator orbit phase with a very low demand for maneuvers. A touch down57

or even are sample return is not foreseen and would exceed the mission requirements.58

The motion of the Aster spacecraft will become complex near the small asteroids system 2001 SN263, where59

the faint gravity forces are possibly exceeded by radiation pressure from the Sun. Additionally, the sec-60

ondary bodies cause a strong perturbation when the spacecraft gets closer to the system. However, families61

of orbit-like motion models exist [24], including the well-known “terminator orbits”, where particles move62

in circular or slightly elliptic paths, with the orbit normal vectors in line with the Sun direction [25, 26].The63

terminator orbits are members among a family of stable motion patterns, the so-called “Quasi-Terminator64

Orbits” [27, 28]. In 2013 [29] showed that terminator orbits about the asteroid (101955) Bennu are possible65

and [30] determined the robustness against maneuver errors. Then, in 2019 Osiris-Rex entered a terminator66

orbit about a NEA for first time and proved that these orbits are not just theoretically feasible [22].67

For the ASTER spacecraft, terminator orbits are an optimal solution to investigate the three bodies remotely68

from a relatively short distance. Additionally, staying in the terminator orbits will require no or very few69

maneuvers which reduces the demand for operations and propellant.70

Several studies on orbits around the asteroid 2001 SN263 have been conducted in the last years. [31] con-71

sidered in his model perturbations due to the oblateness of the main body, Alpha, the gravity field of the72

two satellite bodies, the Sun, the Moon, the asteroids Vesta, Pallas and Ceres and all the planets of the73

solar system, without taking the SRP (solar radiation pressure) into account. Their results show that, when74

compared to elliptical and equatorial orbits, an internal orbit is the best choice, especially when this orbit is75

circular and polar (less perturbed). [32, 33] characterized stable regions around the components of this triple76

system. Through numerical integration they found two stable regions near Alpha and Beta, respectively,77

and another region, much beyond the satellites. In addition, retrograde orbits - even though not perfect for78

remote sensing - were found to be stable. Also without considering the SRP, in their works they point out79

orbits that are approximately polar, circular and internal (region between Gamma and Beta) as favourable80

for a mission of exploration inside the triple system. The stability of orbits in the 2001 SN263 system has81

been investigated also using (semi-) analytical theories taking into account perturbations by solar radiation82

pressure [34, 35, 36]. More recently, [37] conducted a search for less-disturbed orbital regions to place a83

spacecraft around the system considering gravity forces and solar radiation pressure. Although they have84

not considered inclined orbits in this research (this subject is indicated for future studies), only planar ones,85

their results, presented as perturbation maps, show how the SRP dramatically changes the stability regions86

around the system. They also provide information on the consumption of propellant to keep a spacecraft as87

close as possible to a Keplerian orbit in those identified orbital regions. [38] used evolutionary algorithms88

to search for stable orbits in the vicinity of the triple system. The authors solved a restricted four-body89

problem including the gravity attraction by Alpha, Beta and Gamma as well as the solar radiation pressure.90

Where applicable, the results of their work could be confirmed by our simulations, but a large range of91

additional solutions are presented in this paper.92

In this study we search for stable orbits within the triple asteroid system 2001 SN263. In particular we93

investigate the possibility of moving in terminator orbits which are stable over a period of at least one94
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month. The study focuses particularly on the mission ASTER and takes the requirements and constraints95

of the mission into account [18, 39].96

The paper is organized in 5 sections. In Section 2 we give details on the Aster mission, the triple asteroid97

system and terminator orbits. Section 3 summarizes the methods which were used to determine stable areas.98

In Section 4 we show the results, including stable areas with exemplary orbits and in the last Section 5 the99

implications of the derived results are discussed.100

101

2. The ASTER Mission102

The Brazilian space agency plans to launch a small spacecraft called ”ASTER” to investigate the triple103

Asteroid 2001-SN263. The spacecraft will arrive at the asteroid in December 2024 (backup date: September104

2027) and start its first science operation phase [19]. During this first phase the Asteroid is observed from a105

larger distance at 50 km from Alpha. At the end of this phase, the spacecraft performs maneuvers to get into106

the system and is positioned on a stable orbit within the system, i.e. between the main and the outer body.107

During this second phase, maneuvers of the spacecraft shall be avoided. This requirement in combinations108

with the science requirements makes terminator orbits an optimal choice for this second phase.109

To move safely within the system, it is critical for the spacecraft to identify and characterize regions of110

stability and instability (i.e., where collision or escape are imminent). Furthermore, observational and111

operational strategies to explore all three asteroids critically depend on availability of stable spacecraft112

orbits (i.e., orbits that do not requiring expensive correction maneuvers).113

Besides the technological motivations, the main scientific goal is the unprecedented on-site characterization114

of this very interesting triple Asteroid. Inside the selected exploration window, a main exploration campaign115

is being planned to focus the investigations on the biggest asteroid (Alpha). In terms of scientific goals,116

the investigation will shed light on the formation of this triple system, and each of its main three asteroids117

will be separately investigated as to dynamic and orbital properties, shape, size, volume, mass distribution,118

mineral composition, surface topography and texture, gravitational field and rotation speed. The nominal119

science phase of the ASTER mission is planed to last for 4 month.120

Based on current design studies, the spacecraft will have a total launch mass of 150 kg [40]. The main body121

is a cube with side lengths of 0.5 m each and a total solar cell area of 20m2. The spacecraft model, which122

was used in the simulations is illustrated in Figure 2123

2.1. The ASTER Laser Rangefinder124

In 2011 a laser altimeter was selected to be part of the primary payload [41]. The instrument was named125

ALR (ASTER Laser Rangefinder). The altimeter data to be collected by the ALR will be used to determine126

the morphology of the asteroids (sizes and shapes), essential for precise determination of their masses and127

densities. The instrument will acquire data for the characterization of the topographic features on the128

surfaces (craters, boulders, etc.). The topographic profiles to be constructed will be used in the production129

of digital elevation models of the surfaces with resolutions of about 10 m horizontal, and 10 m (altitude130

D < 50 km) to 1 m (D ≤ 10 km) vertical, in illuminated and non-illuminated regions. A minimum of 50%131

coverage of the surface of the main body Alpha, is required for the main exploration campaign, when all132

attention is going to be focused on this asteroid. The instrument will also support the fine determination133

of the orbits and the modelling of gravitational parameters. As additional capacities, the instrument is134

planned to be also applicable in the navigation, supporting spacecraft maneuvers in the proximity phase,135

and in the calibration of other instruments (imaging camera and infrared spectrometer). A review of the136

ALR design can be found in [42] containing a more elaborated description of the instrument configuration137

and the values of key parameters of its operation. To verify the performance in realistic scenarios the138

simulator software ALR Sim for the environment and operation of the instrument was developed [43, 44].139

After a more complete characterization of all three bodies in the system was published [14], the planning140

of the mission was further enhanced [45, 19]. Modelling of the test trajectories, the joint dynamics and141

the operation of the instrument was made and integrated in simulator software ALR Sim Tracks specially142

created for this purpose.143
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2.2. Equatorial and polar coverage144

A study on possible encounter trajectories for the first part of the science phase has been carried out145

by [19]. A favourable encounter trajectory at 50 km from the primary body was identified and character-146

ized, together with predictions of the results (coverage) attainable by the ALR along this trajectory. The147

mentioned predictions show that a minimum of 58% coverage of the surface of Alpha can be achieved with148

superior quality (better than the minimum expected, in terms of vertical (less than 2 m) and horizontal149

(about 10 m) resolution, which are controllable through the insertion of a very small inclination in the150

encounter trajectory of the spacecraft, and through optimization of the laser pulse frequency). Although151

satisfactory, according to the science goals of the mission, the achieved results also indicate that the attain-152

able coverage will focus mostly on central areas of Alpha (around its equator), leaving the regions around153

both poles unexplored. Additionally, simulations also show the unavailability of obtaining altimetry data of154

the poles from different positions inside any encounter trajectory in the scenario of this mission.155

To ensure the coverage of the areas around the poles, a second complementary exploration campaign is156

discussed and proposed in this paper. Once the altimetry data of the poles in this second part of the main157

campaign is attained and added to the data acquired in the first part (central region), a global model of the158

asteroid surface could be built with improved quality. This will fulfil the main goal of the ALR with respect159

to asteroid Alpha in the main campaign.160

This paper describes the search conducted to identify internal orbits in the system that would favour the161

exploration of the poles (from the laser altimeter point of view) and that could accommodate the permanence162

of a spacecraft with minimum use of station keeping for a short period of time, of at least 1 month.163

3. Methods164

3.1. Numerical integration165

The spacecraft trajectories around the triple asteroid are calculated with a numerical integrator, which166

solves the equation of motion. Taking into account the relevant forces that are acting on the spacecraft we167

solve the following general equation [46]:168

~̈r = −GMα

r3
~r + ~̈rht,α −

GMβ

r3β
~rβ −

GMγ

r3γ
~rγ +

∑
sb

~̈rsb + ~̈rsrp (1)169

with GMα = 6.12327 · 10−7km3/s2 being the standard gravitational parameter of the primary body and ~r170

and ~̈r being the spacecraft’s position and acceleration, respectively. The reference frame is centered at the171

center of mass of the primary body.172

The main acceleration acting on the spacecraft is caused by the primary body of the asteroid system.173

The first term of the equation includes the GM -value of the primary body, GMα as a point mass. The174

second term of equation 1, ~̈rht,α, includes the higher order Stokes coefficients of the primary’s gravity field.175

The secondary and tertiary body are represented by the third and forth term of the equation. Both are176

included as point masses with their corresponding GM values, GMα and GMβ . Additionally the large Solar177

System bodies, such as Sun and Jupiter are also include as perturbing forces in ~̈rsb. The last term takes178

into account the solar radiation pressure acting on the spacecraft. This acceleration is extremely important179

in the low-gravity environment of small asteroids.180

The acceleration ~̈rsb caused by solar radiation pressure for a plane surface reflecting one fraction and181

absorbing the other fraction of the incoming light is given by [46]:182

~̈rsb = −νPref
(

1AU

dsun

)
S

msat
cosθ[(1− ε)~esun + 2εcos(θ)~n] (2)183

where ν is the shadow function (ν = 0: umbra, ν = 1: sunlight, 0 < ν < 1: penumbra). Pref =184

4.56 ∗ 10−6Nm2 is the solar radiation pressure at 1 AU, dsun the distance from the surface to the sun, S185

the surface area, msat the space probe’s mass, θ the illumination angle, ε the reflectivity of the surface, ~esun186

sun the direction to the sun, and ~n the surface normal. ν = 1−A/(πa2) has to be calculated for the given187
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Figure 1: Accelerations acting on the S/C in the reference orbit (at 8 km initial distance from primary, heavy s/c, see 3.1)

spacecraft position and constellation of celestial bodies considered. A is the occulted segment of the sun188

and a the apparent diameter of the sun. The constellation of bodies is calculated using SPICE routines at189

the given epoch. The solar radiation pressure, which has to be computed for every time-step depends on190

the absolute distance to the sun and on the mass-to-area ratio of the spacecraft.191

In our simulation the so called box-wing model for S/C geometry was used. It is composed of a cubic192

shaped with 6 surface areas and two solar panel areas which are orientated perpendicular towards the solar193

radiation. The bottom surface of the spacecraft’s main body cube is always nadir pointing. The spacecraft194

model is shown in Figure 2 . Based on the information provided spacecraft reference design document [40]195

the surface areas are defined as:196

• 6x 0.25 m2 (with a reflectivity value of 0.8)197

• 2x 10 m2 (with a reflectivity value of 0.058 or 0.21)198

For the simulation two spacecraft scenarios were defined. In the first scenario a S/C with a mass of 150 kg,199

i.e. with full tank and low reflectivity of 0.058 for the solar radiation pressure was used (heavy S/C). In200

this scenario the solar radiation pressure has a lower effect as in the the second scenario, where the Xenon201

tank are empty and and the total mass is reduced to 80 kg (light S/C). Additionally we assumed a solar202

panel with less efficiency and a higher reflectivity of 0.21, leading to a higher force caused by SRP.203

204

In summary, the following accelerations were used as force or perturbing force in our model:205

• GM of the primary body of the Asteroid (Alpha)206

• higher terms of the gravity field of the primary body up to degree and order 20207

• GM ’s of the secondary and tertiary body (Beta and Gamma)208

• GM ’s of solar system bodies (Sun, Mercury, Venus, Earth+Moon Barycenter, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn)209

• Solar radiation pressure (one heavy S/C scenario and one light S/C scenario)210

All modeled accelerations acting on the S/C in an 8 km reference orbit are shown in Figure 1. It shows211

that the higher terms of the primaries gravity field as well as the planets of the solar system have only a212

very small effect and can be neglected. The same applies on accelerations caused by Beta’s and Gamma’s213

higher terms gravity field.214

It is well know that the stability of spacecraft orbits in the environment of low-gravity NEO’s depend on215

the direction of the incoming solar radiation pressure [25]. Stable orbits are found when their orbital plane216
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Figure 2: Illustration of the sun oriented co-rotating reference frame and the spacecraft model used in the simulation. The
spacecraft is positioned on a displaced terminator orbit in anti-sun or x direction. The spacecraft model consist of a solar
panel area of 20 m2 which is always oriented towards the sun. The bottom side of the spacecraft main body is always nadir
pointing. The x-axis of the reference frame is always parallel to the incoming solar radiation and the z-axis perpendicular to
the heliocentric orbital plane of 2001SN263.

is chosen to be perpendicular to the incoming radiation. However, to assess the gravitational effects of the217

secondaries we ran a full scan over the three orbital elements which define mainly the position of the orbital218

plane relative to the primary body. The following orbital elements were varied:219

• a: semi-major axis, range: [2 km - 15 km]220

• i: inclination , range [0◦ - 90◦]221

• Ω: longitude of ascending node, range [0◦ - 180◦]222

3.2. Shape and gravity fields223

The gravitational field of all three bodies of 2001 SN263 was modeled in two steps. First, a polyhedral224

approach was used to integrate the gravitational acceleration contributed by the mass distribution inside225

the object. Afterwards a volume discretization from [47] was used to integrate over volume elements where226

each polyhedron is defined by a triangular facets of the shape model, and the center of the shape. This227

integration is equivalent to the classical approach of [48] for shapes with more than 10 000 facets, but faster228

to compute. We considered each object to be homogeneous, with the density of each volume element being229

equal to the bulk density of the asteroid (i.e. ρα = 1100 kg/m
3
, ρβ = 1000 kg/m

3
, ργ = 2300 kg/m

3
).230

Although fast, this method requires an integration over each facet for every calculation, and is not suited231

for long term orbital calculation. We run this analysis once to get a reference gravitational field, calculated232

on the circumscribing sphere for each object.233

In a second step, this reference field was replaced with a spherical harmonics approximation. This is234

done with the python library SHTOOLS [49] which provides a well tested implementation of this conversion.235

In short, the gravitational field calculated in the first step from the irregularly sampled shape is expanded236

into spherical harmonics using a least-squares inversion (function: pyshtools.expand.SHExpandLSQ).237

As a test, the gravitational acceleration on the reference interface was recalculated from this spherical238

harmonics expansion and compared it to the polyhedral model from step 1. It showed that using a maximum239

degree/order of 20 is sufficient for an accurate description of the gravitation field. The mean residual240

difference between the spherical harmonics approximation of the gravitational acceleration and the value241

determined by the polyhedral integration is equal to 0.002 %, with a standard deviation of 0.48 %. When242

applying the same approach to the gravitational potential, the spherical coefficient C20 gives us the oblateness243

factor J2. We find J2,α = 0.015, which is within the range proposed by [14]. Using the same approach244
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Figure 3: Gravitational acceleration calculated on a sphere circumscribing each asteroid. This field is approximated with
spherical harmonics and expanded to further distances.

J2,β = 0.007 and J2,γ = 0.003 were determined. With the resulting gravity field coefficients, we are able to245

determine the acceleration caused by this field. The results are summarized in Figure 3246

3.3. Track simulation of the ASTER Laser Ranger247

The study aims to identify orbits sufficiently stable for a period of approximately 1 month to allow248

optimal laser operation from an almost constant distance with the possibility to cover at least 50% of the249

surface of the asteroid and to scan to pole areas with a laser altimeter. The expected results for the research250

campaign, in terms covered area with laser altimetry shots, footprints sizes and spacing between successive251

footprints are provided. The analysis consists of two main steps. The first step involves the search for stable252

orbits which allow laser ranging from an almost constant distance. This can be satisfied with a terminator253

orbit. For the second step a simulator software, called ALR Sim Tracks was developed [19]. This software254

allows a deeper understanding of the details of the instrument operation and facilitating the definition of255

parameters during the design phase. The simulation procedure carried out with use of this tool is described256

in the following.257

i) Trajectories and orbits: for the simulations, spacecraft and asteroid orbits were generated for the258

period from 12h of 07/Feb/2025 to 12h of 07/March/2025 (Ephemeris Time - ET, 60 sec spaced data), in259

the Sun centred ecliptic J2000 frame.260

The position and velocity vectors of asteroid Alpha are given by ~Rast(t) = (Xast, Yast, Zast), and ~Vast(t) =261

(V Xast, V Yast, V Zast). The position and velocity vectors of the ASTER spacecraft when it follows the262
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reference orbit are denoted by ~Rsc(t) = (Xsc, Ysc, Zsc), and ~Vsc(t) = (V Xsc, V Ysc, V Zsc). The program will263

accept any trajectory as input data. In this scenario, the 8 km reference orbit (see Figure 8) was given as264

input data.265

ii) Modelling of asteroid Alpha’s physical and dynamic features [14]: 2001SN263 Alpha is modelled as266

a ellipsoid with the following main axes: (dx, dy, dz) = (2.5, 2.4, 2.1) km). Its rotation period is set to 3.4267

hours and the pole direction (ecliptic longitude and latitude): (λ, β) = (309,−80) ± 15 deg (see also Table268

1.)269

iii) Laser altimeter simulation: When the spacecraft is in a terminator orbit around asteroid Alpha, the270

nadir pointing condition is used as reference case, i.e. the instrument line of sight points towards the body’s271

center of mass. For each emitted laser pulse (modelled as a line pointing from the spacecraft in the direction272

of the asteroid’s center of mass) the intersection with the asteroid’s surface is calculated. The determined273

intersection point is identified and the footprint size is calculated. The list of all footprints is stored for later274

analysis.275

The following instrument parameters were assumed:276

- Divergence angle (θdiv): this parameter directly affects the footprint size. The planned size of the277

footprint is 5 to 10 m (radius), at 10 km. To have such footprints, values from 500 µrad to 650 µrad (half278

cone) are considered for this angle.279

- Pulse repetition frequency (PRF): this parameter directly affects the spacing between successive280

footprints in a surface scan, named along-track distance (ATD), consequently affecting the quality of the281

surface mapping in terms of horizontal resolution.282

From the ALR preliminary design, the reference PRF value is 1 Hz and, associated to this operation rate,283

the data generation rate is 12 bytes/sec [41, 42]. However, previous results of this research pointed to the284

possibility of using smaller PRF values (e.g. 1/20 Hz) as sufficient to get the desired coverage. Nevertheless,285

1 Hz was chosen as PRF in the simulation. The LIDAR instrument on board mission Hayabusa-2 mission286

also had a maximum PRF of 1 Hz [50] and can was considered as reference case.287

With these inputs, the scanning of the asteroid surface by the laser altimeter is simulated for the complete288

time frame. The list of all points of intersection, called footprint centres, is generated. From the analysis289

of this list and associated data the results of the simulated exploration campaign are extracted. Each290

footprint has its position, distance, minimum radius and minimum covered area calculated. The analysis of291

the distribution of points and covered areas over the target surface allows to predict the type of coverage292

(qualitative and quantitative) that will be obtained for the inputs used.293

4. Results294

Our analytical evaluation and our numerical calculation show that stable orbits can be found in the295

vicinity of the triple asteroid. Especially at distance between 6 to 10 km from the primary, large stable296

areas have been identified. With a semi-major axis of approximately 8 km +-2 km, the optimal solution297

are between the orbits of the the secondary and the tertiary body. These orbits could be of high scientific298

interest for studying this complex 3-body asteroid.299

4.1. Analytical predictions300

Due to the numerous perturbing forces acting on the S/C numeric integration is necessary for orbit301

simulation. But analytical predictions can help limiting the regions where stable or even frozen orbits may302

occur.303

Perfectly circular terminator orbits occur only in a very reduced model: the two-body problem plus a304

constant pressure force originating form a unmoving sun. An orbit with constant distance r to the asteroid305

must have an orbital plane displaced behind the asteroid (see Figure 2). The displacement x in anti-sun306

direction is given by [27]:307

x =
asrp
GM

r3 . (3)
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With asrp denoting the acceleration caused by the pressure force and GM central force of asteroid mass308

M . If distance r is big the orbit becomes unbound. Linear stability can be inspected by introducing small309

initial perturbations x+ δx and r + δr to the orbit solution [27]. As result we get a limit on the distance r310

of a stable circular terminator orbit:311

r <

√
GM

3asrp
(4)

This is a easy to use criteria for terminator orbit size, but only valid for time intervals where the asteroids312

movement about the sun can be neglected.313

To study longtime effects The Augmented Hill Three-Body Problem introduces the eccentric orbit of the314

asteroid around the sun. Orbit approximations found by averaging the effects of solar radiation pressure315

over one orbit of the S/C, were always stable and periodic [25]. Also the S/C orbit liberates around a sun-316

synchronous state, e.g. a terminator orbit will rotate the orbit normal to follow the sun. The eccentricity317

changes periodically with the same period T as the liberation of the orbit plane.318

Unstable orbits will only occur if the eccentricity is too high and the S/C is to close to the surface or319

the averaging method is not applicable. Small orbits become more eccentric and we get a lower bound320

for orbit size. The eccentricity of a frozen terminator orbit (no liberation) described in [25] was used to321

find the lower bound in Figure 4 to avoid hard landing. Large S/C orbits have a higher period P for one322

revolution over which we averaged. Is P ≥ T the method is invalid. Sun-synchronous orbits of this size are323

necessarily unstable and were blown away by SRP in numeric simulations. Through numeric experiments324

we are sufficiently confident in the averaging method as long as:325

4.1 · P < T (5)

In Figure 4 this criteria in used to give a maximum semi-mayor axis for stable sun-synchronous orbits.326

4.2. Frozen terminator orbits327

For carefully chosen initial states the orbit does not liberates around a sun-synchronous state. In the328

co-rotating frame of the asteroid this orbit is ’frozen’. Due to interactions with the asteroids shadow we do329

not consider the frozen orbits with i = 0◦. Again, by averaging the effects of solar radiation pressure over330

one orbit of the S/C, the works of [25] give us the constant orbital elements of a frozen orbit:331

i = Ω = ±90◦

ω = ∓90◦

e = cosψ (6)

With the constant ψ defined by the relation of asteroid gravity, centripetal force and SRP:332

tanψ :=
3asrp
2ν′

hel

√
a

GM
(7)

If SRP is weak, then ψ → 0 and if SRP is strong relative to gravitational forces, then ψ → 90◦. ψ is constant333

because solar distance is canceled out from asrp/ν
′
hel in Eq. (7).334

It is important to remember that the solutions for a, e, i, ω and Ω in Eq. (6) are averages over one orbit335

and are referring to the co-rotating frame. Frozen and other terminator orbits still have a displacement x in336

anti-sun direction, positioning the orbital plane behind the small body. Even if the average inclination i is337

frozen at 90◦ the actual inclination must differ to account for the displacement x. For a frozen terminator338

orbit the optimal initial offset is [51]:339

x0 =
asrp
GM

a3 (1− e)(1 +
e

4
) if ν0 = 0 (8)
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Figure 4: Semi-mayor axis (in km or primary asteroid radius R) of stable and periodic orbits depending on orbiter mass to cross
section. The area between the upper and the lower curve is the region were stable terminator orbits can be found. Reference
values are given for different ASTER case models and grains of dust; ASTER dry mass 80 kg; xenon (Xe) capacity is 70 kg;
effected area with Si-foil photoelectric battery: 20.25m2, with Ga-As photoelectric battery: 5.25m2; total reflectively of S/C
and dust is 0.093 (0.8 ASTER main body, 0.058 Ga-As panel, 0.0844 Si-foil); dust is assumed to be spherical; secondary bodies
of 2001Sn263 are not considered
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Figure 5: Numeric simulation for light s/c (80 kg, refelctivity = 0.21), see also 3.1. Frame is co-rotating with Sun-asteroid
line x, z orientated along the asteroid’s orbit normal and y orthogonal to x and z. Initial state: i = 90◦, Ω = 90◦, ω = −90◦

and anomaly ν = 0◦. Over the 30 days of integration solar distance rises from 1.27AU to 1.44AU . Left: Frozen eccentricity
e = 0.0325 chosen according to Eq. 6. Middle: Augmented frozen eccentricity e = 0.0323 and shift of orbit in anti-sun
direction x0 chosen according to [51] algorithm 2. Right: all perturbations are included in simulation, in particular moonlet
gravity. Elements e = 0.091 and Ω0 = 90.6◦ adapted to compensate for moonlet gravity.

This offset is consistent with the result Eq. (3) in the static 2-body problem. x0 has the factor asrp and340

therefore is anti-proportional to the square of the changing solar distance. Our numerical simulations, in341

Figure 5, show that the displacement x will adapt to this changes consistent with Eq. (8), keeping the other342

elements frozen.343

In an algorithm in [51] the frozen eccentricity was improved by using an ’effective’ semi-major axis a′ =344

a(1 + a4a2srp/GM
2)3/2 to calculate frozen eccentricity e using Eq. (6, 7). The ’effective’ semi-major axis is345

defined to be consistent with the velocity ṙ of the displaced orbit.346

Perturbing effects from the J2 and J3 term of the asteroid gravity on the frozen state (Figure 5) were too347

small in the simulation to be noticeable. Therefore we did not apply the corrections to the inclination and348

eccentricity to compensate for the J2 and J3 term proposed in [51]. But eccentricity and ascending node Ω349

were mortified in the simulation in Figure 5 to compensate for moonlet gravity. Frozen terminator orbits are350

strictly periodic therefore particularly robust to initial state and dynamics perturbations in the numerical351

experiments of [52].352

4.3. Orbital stability353

The orbit stability is defined as (distmax - distmin) / distinit to the primary body, i.e. maximal distance354

over one month - mininal distance over one month divided by the initial distance. This criteria is comparable355

to the keplerian eccentricity, i.e. if the eccentricity stays below a certain value, the orbit would also be356

considered as stable. However in the vicinity of the such a triple asteroid where the secondary and tertiary357
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Figure 6: Stability results for initial distances between 2 km to 14 km from the primary body. Left: heavy s/c (150 kg,
reflectivity = 0.058 ), Right: light s/c (80 kg, reflectivity = 0.21), see also 3.1. Each point of the Figure represents an orbit
which is stable over 30 days. Reference Frame: ICRF/J2000. The stability is defined by maximal distance to primary over 30
days minus minimal distance divided by initial distance. A detailed overview of the planes at semi-major axis = 6, 8 and 10 is
found in Figure 7

bodies play an important role and the solar radiation pressure is one of the strongest forces acting on358

the space, a nominal eccentricity is hard to determine. Thus, we used and absolute distance criteria.359

Additionally, minimizing the eccentricity and consequently the absolute distance variation, will give better360

results for the laser altimeter. In Figures 6 and 7 a hypothetical value of 0 would lead to a spacecraft orbiting361

the primary body in a perfect circle. Of course, this is an unrealistic scenario and is not obsevered in our362

simulation, but in the best cases we obtain a value of less than 0.2. In this case, at an exemplary initial363

distance of 8 km, the spacecraft would mainly stay at this distance and have a variation better than ± 0.8364

km in total. In other words, in this case the orbital distance would vary between 7.2 km and 8.8 km.365

The numerical simulations suggest the existence of optimal stable regions in distances of about 6 to 10 km366

from the primary body. In Figure 6 the results of the simulations are shown. In these areas, the spacecraft367

may stay in a stable orbit for at least one month with no or very little need of additional station keeping368

maneuvers. Our simulation show that both cases with strong (light spacecraft) and low (heavy spacecraft,369

see Section 3.1) accelerations caused by solar radiation pressure will allow finding stable regions but located370

differently in the three dimensional space (inclination, longitude of ascending node and semi-major axis).371

In both cases an initial distance of 8 km to the primary will allow getting in to a stable orbit.372

4.4. Results of the laser tracks simulator software373

The predicted exploration results for the second part of the main campaign and the implication on the374

laser ranging are presented in this subsection. This second part, consisting of the terminator orbit phase,375

is used to simulate the laser altimeter tracks and simulate its coverage. For this purpose, the reference376

terminator orbit at 8 km distance from the primary was used (see Figure 8). The following setting were377

applied for the simulation:378

- Epoch: 07/Feb/2025 to 07/March/2025 (60 sec spaced data).379

- Instrument: divergence angle (θdiv; half cone) = 650 µrad; PRF = 1 Hz.380

- Spacecraft: nadir pointing (instrument points to Alpha’s center of mass).381

Figure 8 shows the ASTER spacecraft in its reference orbit within in the triple Asteroid system at 8 km382

difference from the primary body during the exploration period considered in this simulation. It shows that383

the s/c completes only 13 orbits around the main body during this period. For a fixed period of investigation,384

this reduced number cannot be raised because it depends only on the chosen reference orbit. In this case,385

the coverage attainable depends on the chosen distance and on the asteroid dynamics. To improve the386

coverage from the 13 orbits depicted in Figure 8, the quality of the altimetry data to be collected by the387
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Figure 7: Detailed stability results for initial distances at 6, 8 and 10 km. See also Figure 6. Left: heavy s/c (150 kg, reflectivity
= 0.058 ), Right: light s/c (80 kg, reflectivity = 0.21), see also 3.1. Each point of the Figure represents an orbit which is
stable over 30 days. Reference Frame: ICRF/J2000, reference plane: earth mean equator. The stability is defined by maximal
distance to primary over 30 days minus minimal distance divided by initial distance. Middle: Three exemplary orbits for 6,
8 and 10 km initial distance. Frame is co-rotating with Sun-asteroid line x, z orientated along the asteroid’s orbit normal and
y orthogonal to x and z. The orange arrow represents the incoming radiation. Each orbit is referenced to the corresponding
points in the color coded map. Each three dimensional orbit and the primary body are projected to the xy- and yz-plane for
a better visualisation. The orbits of the secondary bodies are not shown, although they were included in the simulations. A
detailed view of the 8 km orbit including the orbits of the secondaries is shown in Figure 8
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Figure 8: Two different perspectives of the ASTER spacecraft in its reference orbit within in the triple Asteroid system at
8 km difference from the primary body (black line). The time frame is 1 month. This orbit is identical to the 8km orbit
shown in Figure 7. Orbits of the secondary bodies (red and orange) and their starting position at epoch 07/Feb 12:00 are also
shown. Body size and orbtial radii are in correct scale. For a better visualisation, the orbits are also projected to the xy-plane.
Reference Frame: Heliocentric Ecliptic J2000 frame.

Figure 9: ATD for the simulated reference T.O. when PRF=1 Hz and θdiv=650 µrad. The calculated footprint diameter in
this case measures 9.0±1.5 m. ATD values directly influence the horizontal resolution.
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Figure 10: The coverage attained is presented through a flat latitude-longitude map of the density of altimetry measurements
per area of 1x1 degrees on the surface of asteroid Alpha. Parameters are: PRF=1Hz, θdiv=650 µrad.

laser altimeter must be raised. To do that, a high PRF is indicated. In this case, 1 HZ means an ATD (Along388

Track Distance) smaller than 1 m (0.1 - 0.7 m) for footprint diameters of about 8.9 m. The coverage of the389

surface is simulated by splitting the surface area in 180x360 deg2 elements. Afterwards each surface element390

is evaluated and the number of laser shots within this element is counted. The coverage of the surface of391

Alpha attained in the whole complementary exploration campaign is represented in Figure 10 in terms of392

a flat latitude-longitude map with the number of altimeter measurements per area. This Figure shows a393

remaining uncovered cap around the south pole. In this simulated case, the central values assumed for the394

spin axis of Alpha (ecliptic longitude and latitude) are (λ, β)=(309, -80) (see Table 1). In fact, because395

of the large uncertainty in the current knowledge about the direction of the spin axis (±15 deg [14]), one396

cannot guarantee a perfect coverage of both poles. However, inside this uncertainty margin, it is possible to397

achieve a better situation regarding the complete coverage of the poles. Nevertheless, unless the mentioned398

uncertainty is reduced, there is no how to guarantee the desired coverage will actually occur. Because of399

this fact, the availability of an “off-nadir” attitude mode is recommended for this mission.400

5. Discussion and conclusions401

In this paper we have confirmed that stable terminator orbits exist about Asteroid 2001 SN263. In402

application to the ASTER mission we found several optimal terminator orbits which fulfill the requirements403

in terms of coverage and stability. Additionally, we showed that the gravity fields of Beta and Gamma404

have only a negligible effect on stability while the higher terms of the primary body’s gravity field play an405

important role.406

The simulation focuses on operations in Feb 2025 as specified in the mission concept document but can also407

be applied on the backup date in September 2027 or any other date, when the asteroid is at a similiar distance408

to the sun. Due to the high eccentricity of the Alpha’s heliocentric orbit, the solar radiation pressure will409

vary significantly over time. Consequently, if the arrival occurs near aphelion, the solar radiation pressure410

will be less than in the current scenario and the overall stability will be different.411
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Nevertheless, the orbits give good results for the current mission scenario. The small eccentricity of the412

stable orbits allow the generation of homogeneous remote sensing data set. Especially the laser altimeter413

will benefit from the almost constant altitudes. Additionally, the orbits are located in a sweet spot between414

the primary, secondaries and the solar radiation pressure and allow a precise gravity determination as no415

station keeping maneuvers will be required.416

For carefully chosen initial states, in particular an initial eccentricity, frozen orbits exist in the model417

composed of sun, primary asteroid, S/C and Solar Radiation Pressure. This model does not account for the418

secondaries effect on s/c orbit. By analytical means we found initial conditions for frozen orbits. Numerical419

integration of frozen orbits are presented in section 4.2 and examples are visualized in Figure 5.420

Terminator orbits at distances between 6 and 10 km were identified as suitable to conduct the second part421

of the ASTER science campaign. This orbit, named here simply as ‘8 km reference terminator orbit’, is422

nearly circular and stays perpendicular to the incoming solar radiation at an average distance from Alpha’s423

center of mass of about 8 km (presented in Figure 8).424

The results also showed that a terminator orbit at a distance of approximately 2 km from the primary body425

Alpha (< 1km from the surface) is possible (see Figure 7). However, this orbital region was not analyzed426

in detail as it would require a precise navigation through unstable areas were the effects of Gamma could427

cause critical instabilities. Additionally the specified stability zones between 6 and 10 km are an optimal428

choice to fulfil the science and laser requirements.429

With the selected reference orbit at 8 km, laser ranging simulation could be performed. The results were430

used to analyze the exploration with the laser altimeter ALR under the described circumstances. In the431

case of a nadir pointing spacecraft, results point to a good coverage of low and high body latitude regions,432

with smaller concentration of measurement spots per area in central regions (white spots in Figure 10) and433

an increased one on the poles. However, depending on the primary’s spin axis orientation (the uncertainty434

on this parameter is ±15 deg), a small cap of uncovered area will probably remain over both, or at least one435

pole (the south one, in this simulation conditions). Because of that, to guarantee complete coverage of both436

poles, an important requirement for the attitude system of the s/c is the need to include an off-axis operation437

mode capability. This search has also pointed out that Terminator Orbits [26] are the most promising orbits438

for the achievement of the desired additional coverage of the poles of asteroid Alpha. Additionally, an439

observation of the primary and secondaries from a comparably close distance will also be possible.440

This fact, combined with the very first investigation of a triple asteroid mission will allow collection of441

completely new scientific data and shed light on the evolution of Asteroids. This complementary exploration442

campaign of about 1-month with use of a terminator orbit and focused on the poles of asteroid Alpha is443

suggested to follow the first part of the main campaign which will use an encounter trajectory and focus on444

the central regions of Alpha.445
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